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‘ Love Your City ’ 
How can design change opinion: instead of disliking a 
place, to like it. This is what visual artist Merlin Bauer 
demonstrated with his ‘Love your City’ project in Cologne 
(2005). He placed those three words over a street, where 
the opera building stands; and he asked Peter Zumthor to 
defend this 1950’s building, at a moment plans were made 
to tear it down. 50.000 citizens supported the action with 
their signature. 

The studio deals with a love-hate relationship with modern 
architecture, and applies the Cologne lesson of Merlin 
Bauer to Kassel. Why? Both Kassel and Cologne were 
almost completely bombed at the end of World War Two 

and afterwards rebuilt in a modern way. In the 1950’s 
both cities were known for their new architecture. The 
inhabitants of both cities experienced such as a new start, 
and felt proud of their city. Both cities were ranked among 
the best examples of renewal in Germany. In the 1980’s 
the inhabitants of both cities experienced the modernist 
buildings in their center as very ugly. How can sentiments 
go that extremely up and down? How to place which 
events in a time line, with the most relevant developments 
and events as illustrations of what happened? Designs for 
upgrading modernism in this studio vary in scale from 
kiosk to building block.



PREFACE
In this book, the author will start the research with the 
understanding of sequence of spaces in Cologne, trying 
to figure out the relation between love and hate when 
confronting conflicts of modern development. Meanwhile, 
the process is also seeking for a location where could be 
an appropriate sample for taking the design trial. The 
conception of sequence of spaces will run through the 
whole book.
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INTRODUCTION
Cologne and Kassel, two German cities with different 
regional cultures, backgrounds, population and history, 
share one thing in common that they suffered from heavy 
bombing during the World War II and were both razed to 
the ground. Ninety percent of Cologne’s urban area were 
destroyed, and the vast majority of Kassel’s city center was 
flattened with air raid fire burned for seven days. 

With changes of times, these two cities applied different 
approaches for reconstruction during post-war period 
which also has far-reaching influences afterwards on the 
direction of rebuilding and developing each city. Cologne 
has chosen the way that pays respect to historical traces 
including its city structure, spatial structure and urban 
heritages. Meanwhile, the situation in Kassel is totally 
different that the products of post-war modernism have 
taken place of what the city once was mostly. However, 
the processes of rebuilding in both cities could not be 
characterized as one simple intention. The outcome we see 
today in both cities are mixed results and collections of 
different developments in different periods. 

This book is mainly talking about the spatial sequences 
in Cologne. The idea first came from a simple doubt 
that Cologne and Kassel, two bombed German cities 
which chose different approaches for rebuilding, could 
have different expression in present urban spaces. The 
preliminary research has characterized similar and specifc 
spatial sequences in each city as an observer and provided 
the perceptions of historical causes and also how each 
sequence is working in present spatial structure and how 
people as users are perceiving these spatial sequences. 

Moreover, the research, together with the design, is 
structured by Bernard Tschumi’s theory of ‘Sequences’. After 
the research, a specific location will be selected to conduct a 
design trial mainly based on the theory of spatial sequence 
and programmatic sequence.
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PRELIMINARY RESEARCH
‘ Sequences ’ -- Bernard Tschumi

In Bernard tschumi’s theory, he argues that any 
architectural or urabn sequence includes or implies at least 
three relations. 

The first one is an internal relation, which deals with the 
method of work. He calls it transformational sequence that 
can also be described as a device, a procedure. It tends to 
rely on the use of the devices, or rules of transformation 
(Tschumi, 2001). It is more like a process to refine the 
organization principle of transformation sequence in 
cities. And there are another two external relations. One 
deals with actual space which he calls it spatial sequence. 
It is constant throughout history; it has rich typological 
precedents and its morphological variations are endless 
Moreover, the third relation is characterized by social 
and symbolic connotations which deals with program. 
He names it programmatic sequence. There are the 
programmatic sequences that suggest secret maps, rambling 
collections of events all strung along a collection of spaces 
(Tschumi, 2001). 

To present the spatial sequence, he also wrote ‘if the spatial 
sequence inevitably implies the movement of an observer, 
then such movenment can be objectively mapped and 
formalized – sequentially’. In other words, it is to present 
the movement of bodies, of differnet users. He also created 
this final meaning of any sequence. There are three primary 
elements in each sequence which are space, event, and 
movement.

The research references his theory to structure the theme 
of sequnce of spaces as transformational sequence, spatial 
sequence and programmatic sequence which could be seen 
as a chain connects three primary elements (space, event 
and movement). The transformational sequence contains 
more historical factors which has provided an overview of 
transformational process of city developments in a certain 
period throughout the history. And this chapter focus more 
on the actual spatial sequence and programmatic sequence 
at present days.
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‘ Serial Vision ’ -- Gordon Cullen

‘To walk from one end of the plan to another, at a uniform 
pace, will provide a sequence of revelations which are 
suggested in the serial drawings opposite, reading from left to 
right. Each arrow on the plan represents a drawing. The even 
progress of travel is illuminated by a series of sudden contrasts 
and so an impact is made on the eye, bringing the plan to 
life (like nudging a man who is going to sleep in church). My 
drawings bear no relation to the place itself; I chose it because 
it seemed an evocative plan. Note that the slightest deviation 
in alignment and quite small variations in projections or 
setbacks on plan have a disproportionally powerful effect in 
the third dimension.’ (Fig 2.1.1) 

In the chapter ‘Serial Vision’ of Gordon Cullen’s Townscape, 
he introduced an intuitionistic approach for understanding 
and perceiving the sequence of space. He conceived 
the concept of ‘serial vision’ from the point that urban 
experience is one of a series of revelations, with delight and 
interest being stimulated by contrasts (Cullen, 1968). It is 
showing how movement can be read as a pictorial sequence. 
He showed how our perception of time passing and distance 
travelled differs from reality. Also, he considered the urban 
environment should be designed from the point of view of 
the moving person, and the angle of the movement from 
the observing person is just the key to unvail the sequence 
of space. In this chapter, Gordon’s method will be applied to 
study on the sequence of spaces in different cases.
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Preliminary Research - Spatial Sequence Preliminary Research - Spatial Sequence

Fig 2.1.1   Serial Vision by Gordon Cullen (1968)
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Preliminary Research - Spatial Sequence Preliminary Research - Spatial Sequence

Fig 2.1.2 Serial Vision of Hohenzollerbrücke Fig 2.1.3 Serial Vision of Deutzer Brücke Fig 2.1.4 Serial Vision of Münsterbrücke I Fig 2.1.5 Serial Vision of Münsterbrücke II Fig 2.1.6 Serial Vision of Millenium Bridge Fig 2.1.7 Serial Vision of Millenium Bridge



Preliminary Research - Spatial Sequence
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Photos as Serial Vision

Before stepping into drawing the serial visions of Cologne, 
the author attempt to use photos from several bridges as 
a trial to indicate spatial conversion in a certain moving 
sequence. It is trying to show our perception of time passing 
and distance travelled differs from reality from the angle of 
a moving person.

Hohenzollerbrücke 
Hohenzollerbrücke,as a railway bridge, is playing an 
important role connecting on both riversides in Cologne. 
After the reconstruction on 1985, additional pedestrian 
and bicycle path were built just located in the central axis 
of Cologne Cathedral. The development created a flowing 
spatial sequence from east to west. As shown on the left (Fig 
2.1.2), when users come from the bridgehead of eastern 
riverside, the cathedral standing in sight would always 
be a strong revelation attracting the flowing movement. 
The example reveals an intuitionistic way boosting the 
movement of its spatial sequence. On the contrary, users 
may experience different changes of spatial sequence when 
return from west to east. 

Deutzer Brücke
Unlike Hohenzollerbrücke which survived partly after being 
bombed,Deutzer Brücke was totally destroyed by air raid in 
1945 and was rebuilt in 1948. Nowadays, it is a significant 
connection supporting high way and tram rail between 
both coasts. As shown on the left (Fig 2.1.3), wide road with 
railway create an obvious car-oriented sequence of traffic 
space.

Münsterbrücke
Münsterbrücke is a pedestrian and road bridge over 
the Limmat in the city of Zürich. It is listed in the Swiss 
inventory of cultural property of national and regional 

significance. Here private traffic receives strict limits, only 
public traffic and pedestrians are allowed. This area with the 
bridge has created a very pedestrian-oriented space here 
with Grossmünster and Helmhaus in the east and Kirche 
Fraumünster in the west. As shown in Fig 2.1.4 and Fig 
2.1.5, pedestrians will have beautiful view of landmarks 
from either direction and the walkable bridge becomes a 
full revelation which causes circulation of spatial sequence 
between both historical sides.

Millenium Bridge
As London’s only pedestrian bridge and the first new 
crossing on this part of the Thames in more than a century, 
it links the City and St Paul’s Cathedral to the north 
with the Globe Theatre and Tate Modern on Bankside 
(Foster+Partners, 2017). On the bridge, these two Y-shaped 
armatures are creating inward visial navigation to the 
landmark pushing user’s movement. Also, St Paul is hidden 
behind buildings which seems like a puzzle attracting 
pedestrians to unvail. A key element in London’s pedestrian 
infrastructure, it has created new spatial sequence into 
Southwark and encouraged new life on the embankment 
alongside St Paul’s.

Westminster Bridge
Westminster Bridge is a road-and-foot-traffic bridge over 
the River Thames in London, linking Westminster on the 
west side and Lambeth on the east side. The bridge has kept 
many elements in trace of the old bridge as it is painted 
predominantly green, the same colour as the leather seats 
in the House of Commons (British History Online, 2017). 
Now its gothic style with wide main road creates this 
hybrid style traffic space from bank to bank welcoming 
pedestrian flow and traffic stream to the side where Big Ben 
is standing.
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Chains of Events

Bernard Tschumi defines the programmatic sequence as an 
external relation with program of occurrences or events. It 
means that spaces, buildings, roads and landscape actually 
always stay still if there were no moving users. Untill 
pedestrians, cyclists and cars come into spaces, they create 
occurrences, events and activities there which could endow 
spaces with meanings for moving through. 

The sequence of space combines the presentation of an 
event or chain of events (Fig 2.2.1) with its progressive 
spatial interpretation. And an urban area is like a huge net 
woven by thousands of chains (Fig 2.2.2). Such, for instance, 
are rituals and their routes of initiation where, from 

Preliminary Research - Programmatic Sequence Preliminary Research  - Programmatic Sequence

points of entry to point of arrival, successive challenges 
await the new candidate. He argues that the route is more 
important than any one place along it. From this point of 
view, it simplifies the sequence of space as a simgle route 
with occurrences and events which could be practical to 
analyze how these factors connet scattered spaces making it 
sequential. 

In the following chapter, the programmatic sequence of 
Cologne’s historical area will be analyzed, since it is possible 
to tease out clear understanding about how spaces and 
events are influencing each other sequentially.
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Fig 2.2.1 Chain of Events

Fig 2.2.2 Chains of Events



INVESTIGATING COLOGNE

Spatial Sequence

Serial vision is trying to show how movement can be read as 
a pictorial sequence. Since sketch drawings are easier to be 
read with simple lines demonstrating spatial sequence. This 
drawing is showing the selected historical area in Cologne 
where serveral serial visions will be made.
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Fig 3.1.1 Sketch of Research Area in Cologne



Investigating Cologne - Spatial Sequence
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SERIAL VISION  I

Fig 3.2.1 Drawing of Serial Vision - Station to Riverside



Investigating Cologne - Spatial Sequence
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SERIAL VISION  II

Fig 3.2.2 Drawing of Serial Vision - Square to Square



Investigating Cologne - Spatial Sequence
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SERIAL VISION  III

Fig 3.2.3 Drawing of Serial Vision - the Main Road



Investigating Cologne - Spatial Sequence
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SERIAL VISION  IV

Fig 3.2.4 Drawing of Serial Vision - the Shopping Street



Investigating Cologne - Spataial Sequence
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SERIAL VISION  III

Summary

In the research of Cologne’s serial visions, some notable 
sequences of space are selected. For example, as shown in 
Fig 3.2.4, the main sequence of shopping space in Cologne 
starts from an open square (Wallrafplatz) connecting with 
a linear and narrow shopping street (Hohe Str.). The end 
of the sequence stops at an intersection with a triangle 
building block. The history of this spatial sequence could be 
traced back to Roman period and now it becomes one of the 
buiest street in old city area. According to its serial visions, 
it is a pedestrain sequence of space due to its original 
narrow width. Starting from Wallrafplatz with prosperous 
shops on both sides, this street provides pleasing sequence 
of shopping space for users to move through. Moreover, as 
shown in Fig 3.2.3, the sequence of space on Tunisstraße 
and Nord-Süd-Fahrt is showing another kind of experience. 
As a car-oriented traffic sequence, it differs from common 
ones since the spatial sequence rises and falls passing 

through under buildings. The great Cologne writer Heinrich 
Böll (2000) lamented the axis as a “wound”, which made 
practically entire neighborhoods into cemeteries. It totally 
divides the historical building blocks in half making the 
sequence of space a “car collector” (Jacobi, 1953). Another 
two sequences of space (Fig 3.2.2 and Fig 3.2.1) are from 
station and old square to the riverside. These two sequences 
provide different experience how users are guided to the 
Rhine Garden by the sequential space. The first sequence 
circulating between station and riverside contains three 
enclosed squares with terrrain elevation difference. The 
Cologne Cathedral and Ludwig Museum as landmarks are 
providing visual guidance for users flowing in this spatial 
sequence. Meanwhile, scattered small-scale squares are 
connecting the sequence from inner old town to the river 
bank.



Programmatic Sequence
‘The programmatic sequence of space combines the presentation of an event (or chain of events) with its progressive spatial 
interpretation. Such, for instance, are rituals and their routes of initiation where, from points of entry to point of arrival, 
successive challenges await the new candidates...The route is more important than any one place along it.’
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Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence

Fig 3.3.1 The Chain of Event - Museums Fig 3.3.2 The Chain of Event - Churches

Museums Churches
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Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence

Fig 3.3.3 The Chain of Event - Shopping Fig 3.3.4 The Chain of Event - City Orientation

Shopping City 
Orientation
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Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence

Fig 3.3.5 The Chain of Event - Architecture Tour Fig 3.3.6 The Chain of Event - Nightlife

Architecture
Tour

Nightlife
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Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence Investigating Cologne - Programmatic Sequence

Summary

In this part, the author has teased out six different kinds 
of events which are happening within the research area. 
Although it is not the entire situation, if we layer them 
together as shown in Fig 3.3.7, a huge net woven by chains 
of events are presented. The map indicates that there are 
many intangible flowing sequences hidding in the city. 
Each route is not absolute the way that people choose, but 
it make sense when its sequence intersects other sequences. 
It means those events along with routes are affecting 
the movement of users, uncertain sequence is formed 
spontaneously in this big net. Also, if we look at those areas 
where contain more events will have more flowing spatial 
sequence. The analysis of programmatic sequence could be 
used for examine spatial continuity, events diversity and 
planning rationality which could be of use to support the 
design.

Fig 3.3.7 The Net of Chains of Event in Cologne



ANALYSIS

Design Location

The location of the project is the area close to riverside 
which contains Maritim Hotel, Heumarkt, tram station 
and a hevay traffic hub (Fig 4.1.1). The reason for choosing 
this area is that I found it is a good example where I could 
apply my preliminary research of spatial sequences. Since 
the analysis of the space could help to better understand the 
pros and cons of spatial arrangements in this area and figure 
out the things that could be improved in the design. Also, 
just like the argueent of ‘Love and Hate’, this place used 
to be an important bridgehead area with valued historical 
traces, and now its massive car-oriented methods may 
change the way it once was. Therefore, the goal of my design 
is trying to bring people and love back to this area and 
reactivate the old Hotel building with appropriate spatial 
arrangements.
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Fig 4.1.1 The Design Location in Cologne



Inaccessible Roof Garden Heavy Traffic Hub Main Road Barrier
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Analysis - Location

Heumarkt - Tram Station - Hotel

According to the experience of field trip, the chosen design 
area has left me three primary impressions as shown on the 
left (Fig 4.2.1). The big terrace garden on the Maritim Hotel 
is inaccessible which is quite a pity. Also, the experience of 
crossing street from the Heumarkt to the other side makes 
pedestrians hesitant. A smoothly flowing sequence of spaces 
could be really hard to seek in this area because of its heavy 
traffic hub and complicated road system.

Fig 4.2.1 The Three Primary Impressions
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Analysis - Transportation Analysis - Transportation

Fig 4.2.2 Underground Crossing

Fig 4.2.3 Zebra Crossing

Fig 4.2.4 Car Circulation

Fig 4.2.5 Tram and Bus



Analysis - Transportation Analysis - Transportation
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Disconnections

When I was making serial visions, I found it very hard to 
draw such a smoothly flowing sequence of spaces in this 
area. For example, as shown above (Fig 4.2.7), pedestrians 
are facing four traffic lines when following the spatial 
sequence from Heumarkt to Maritim Hotel. In other words, 
although this sequence of spaces does exist, it is inefficient 
and inaccessible for users. Also, the underpass as shown 
on the left does not fix the problem, cause it is dominant in 
carrying the flow from and to the tram station and subway.

As a heavy traffic hub, the transportation area between the 
Heumarkt and the Maritim Hotel is playing a significant 
role dispersing traffic flow. In the meantime, this excessive 
car-oriented solution has also put cross-street pedestrians 
in a dilemma, especially when heading to the tram station 
and the hotel. These factors have gathered together causing 
disconnections between Heumarkt side and Hotel side. The 
pedestrian flow could be easily blocked at this edge which 
is a pity that they may lose the chance to appreciate the 
historical building of Maritim Hotel. Fig 4.2.6 Underground Sequence of Spaces

Fig 4.2.7 Crossing Sequence of Spaces - from Heumarkt to Maritim Hotel



Strategies - Spatial Sequence Strategies - Spatial Sequence
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STRATEGIES

Concept of Spatial Sequence

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the car-oriented 
spatial sequence is doing its job perfectly. However, the 
doubt remains that how could we also create such a perfect 
sequence of spaces for pedestrian crossing the heavy traffic 
hub, and how could we make it accessible and attractive for 
people to use?

The underground pedestrian system was taken into 
consideration at an early age, but the idea miscarried 
because of the complicated road system and huge 
existing parking lot here. Therefore, the last choice is to 
create a nicely designed footbridge instead of the costly 
underground construction.

The idea is to create a circulated spatial sequence around 
this area and mproving the connections is the primary task. 
A nicely designed landscape footbridge with very gentle 
ramps is proposed to improve the mobility of pedestrian 
flow from Heumarkt to the Hotel. And it also includes a 
branch to the tram station. The most important idea is that 
the bridge will connect directly to the roof terrace of the 
hotel and use the existing staircases as passageway. Since 
the connection has been made, the bridge could potentially 
bring crowds from Heumarkt and tram station. It could 
seen as a great chance for reactivate the historical hotel 
building. The sequence of spaces here will be divided in 

two - one follows the green space on the terrace and one 
goes inside the building through a new opening on the deck 
level. People could anew enjoy the redeveloped landscape 
on the terrace and also exquisite internal consumption 
enviroment.

The final step which is also the toughest to handle is making 
a new connection from the four-story high roof terrace to 
the existing overpass at the back of the hotel. The idea is to 
make the spatial sequence flow to the riverside forming the 
circulation of spatial sequence (Fig 5.1.1).

Fig 5.1.1 The Concept of Organizing Spatial Sequence



Strategies - Programmatic Sequence
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Urban Nature

Play

Eat

Connect Connect

Work Rest

Concept of Programmatic Sequence

The idea of programmatic sequence of spaces is meant to provide a collaborative environment to connect public space and 
nature (Fig 5.2.1). Pedestrians who follow the sequence of spaces can experience different programs for work, play, eat and 
rest. The sequence tries to weave public space and space of terrace garden together and provide a smooth transition from 
ground to deck level without busy traffic. Also, each programmatic scene is deisgned for specific groups in order to attract not 
only commuters but also various groups with different needs. This is the final step to activate the new landscape ramp and the 
landmark.

Fig 5.2.1 The Concept of Organizing Programmatic Sequence



Site Plan

URBAN DESIGN
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Urban Design Urban Design

Landscape Ramp

West Elevation

East Elevation

North ElevationSouth Elevation
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Arial View
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Urban Design Urban Design

Maritim Hotel



Urban Design Urban Design

New Sequences
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From Streets From Square

From Station From Hotel

To Hotel To Roof

To Overpass To Riverside
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Urban Design Urban Design

Programmatic Taxonomy of 
Landscape Ramp

Movable Landscape Planter Bench



Urban Design Urban Design
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Vertical Ramp Revealing Landscape
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Urban Design Urban Design

Meeting Space Falling Green



Urban Design Urban Design
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Programmatic Taxonomy of 
Roof Terrace

Terrace Cafe Rest Platform
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Urban Design Urban Design

Sunbathing Terrace Theatre



Urban Design Urban Design
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Urban Farm 3D Playground



CONCLUSION
The most important thing of this graduation project is the process that I come up with the 
idea of sequence of spaces based on my own understanding of both Cologne and Kassel, and 
then apply the concept into the design after finishing the research. Although the research and 
the design I did are still less than perfect at this point, the results, together with the previous 
analysis of Kassel, could provide a clear framework interpreting the meaning and practicability 
of sequence of spaces.

The sequence of space does sound very abstract at the beginning, since people can perceive the 
space by their eyes but can hardly tell the intangible sequence that they are following. Luckily, 
Bernard Tchumi’s theory helped me to structure the sequence of space and turn it visible. Also, 
Gordon Cullen’s approach of serial vision inspired the thinking of relation between space, 
sequence and users.

The design is a trial that intents to create a smoothly flowing sequence of spaces in the edge of 
Cologne’s historical area where the car-oriented traffic system has cut the place into half. During 
the deisgn process, possibilities keep emerging when the sequence of spaces was formed. New 
sequence of spaces could bring more potential pedestrians to the other side, therefore providing 
opportunities of redevelopment for the Maritim Hotel. Also, the new sequence on the bridge 
could provide various groups with multiple options for commuting, playing, resting and so on. 
The design also has shown the idea of connecting urban area and nature by means of organizing 
programmatic sequence of spaces.
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